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Eight years have passed since the firstEight years have passed since the first

edition of this scholarly and definitiveedition of this scholarly and definitive

compendium of our knowledge of schizo-compendium of our knowledge of schizo-

phrenia. I am not a psychiatrist, and myphrenia. I am not a psychiatrist, and my

main credential for passing judgement onmain credential for passing judgement on

the book is sympathy for medical scientiststhe book is sympathy for medical scientists

working on an intractable problem, even ifworking on an intractable problem, even if

it is not in my own field. It is also anit is not in my own field. It is also an

advantage in that a lay reviewer is in a goodadvantage in that a lay reviewer is in a good

position to judge the clarity of the text andposition to judge the clarity of the text and

the persuasiveness of the arguments. Likethe persuasiveness of the arguments. Like

its predecessor, the book succeeds superblyits predecessor, the book succeeds superbly

in the task of presenting the evidencein the task of presenting the evidence

rationally and with an agreeable preferencerationally and with an agreeable preference

for plain words rather than psychojargon.for plain words rather than psychojargon.

A highly commendable attribute is the fullA highly commendable attribute is the full

explanation of the scientific principles inexplanation of the scientific principles in

areas such as molecular genetics, whichareas such as molecular genetics, which

characterise so much of the research effortcharacterise so much of the research effort

of the intervening years. The plain black-of the intervening years. The plain black-

and-white illustrations work surprisinglyand-white illustrations work surprisingly

well in an era dominated by high-techwell in an era dominated by high-tech

presentation, and remind readers that truepresentation, and remind readers that true

masters of their craft need not rely on suchmasters of their craft need not rely on such

adjuncts.adjuncts.

Essentially for the success of a newEssentially for the success of a new

edition, the editors fulfil their intention thatedition, the editors fulfil their intention that

the revised text should incorporate thethe revised text should incorporate the

basic and clinical advances in this fieldbasic and clinical advances in this field

since the first edition. Sensibly for a book tosince the first edition. Sensibly for a book to

be consulted by readers of disparate inter-be consulted by readers of disparate inter-

ests it retains the original framework ofests it retains the original framework of

four main sections: descriptive aspects,four main sections: descriptive aspects,

biological aspects, physical treatments andbiological aspects, physical treatments and

psychosocial aspects. The historical intro-psychosocial aspects. The historical intro-

duction is indispensable in an age in whichduction is indispensable in an age in which

so many students seem to believe that theso many students seem to believe that the

history of their discipline began in the mosthistory of their discipline began in the most

recent issue of the relevant journal. It was arecent issue of the relevant journal. It was a

masterly touch in a book of this nature tomasterly touch in a book of this nature to

cite John Locke’scite John Locke’s Essay Concerning HumanEssay Concerning Human

UnderstandingUnderstanding, even if it was a little, even if it was a little

disconcerting to see 1959 given as thedisconcerting to see 1959 given as the

reference year (p. 3) although the referencereference year (p. 3) although the reference

‘to a later edition’ is accurate. Of course,‘to a later edition’ is accurate. Of course,

the reader’s expectation is for new, incisivethe reader’s expectation is for new, incisive

information about aetiology and pathogen-information about aetiology and pathogen-

esis, leading to therapeutic efficacy. Re-esis, leading to therapeutic efficacy. Re-

grettably but understandably, the authorsgrettably but understandably, the authors

have collated and analysed a mass ofhave collated and analysed a mass of

undoubtedly accurate observations whichundoubtedly accurate observations which

fail to convey understanding in the sensefail to convey understanding in the sense

that Locke would have used the word. Thisthat Locke would have used the word. This

is the fault of inscrutable nature, not obtuseis the fault of inscrutable nature, not obtuse

scientists.scientists.

Uncertainty still seemingly extends evenUncertainty still seemingly extends even

to the most basic issue, namely the defini-to the most basic issue, namely the defini-

tion of schizophrenia. In their chapter ontion of schizophrenia. In their chapter on

the secondary schizophrenias, Hyde &the secondary schizophrenias, Hyde &

Lewis state that ‘schizophrenia is a behav-Lewis state that ‘schizophrenia is a behav-

ioural disorder that is a diagnosis ofioural disorder that is a diagnosis of

exclusion’. Where does this leave Wing &exclusion’. Where does this leave Wing &

Agrawal’s painstaking and meticulous clas-Agrawal’s painstaking and meticulous clas-

sification of the disease (or diseases), andsification of the disease (or diseases), and

Jablensky’s conclusion (p. 223) that ‘theJablensky’s conclusion (p. 223) that ‘the

clinical syndrome of schizophrenia is robustclinical syndrome of schizophrenia is robust

and can be identified reliably in differentand can be identified reliably in different

populations’? The section on biologicalpopulations’? The section on biological

aspects emphasises the conundrums con-aspects emphasises the conundrums con-

cerning causes and effects. A host ofcerning causes and effects. A host of

tantalising clues appear in Jablensky’stantalising clues appear in Jablensky’s

chapter ‘The epidemiological horizon’,chapter ‘The epidemiological horizon’,

complemented by and on occasion reiter-complemented by and on occasion reiter-

ated in McGrath & Murray’s contributionated in McGrath & Murray’s contribution

on risk factors. Even ‘stress’, affirm Beb-on risk factors. Even ‘stress’, affirm Beb-

bington & Kuipers, can induce the dis-bington & Kuipers, can induce the dis-

order. Alas, psychiatrists still await theorder. Alas, psychiatrists still await the

denouement when a latter-day Belgiandenouement when a latter-day Belgian

detective makes sense of all these clues. Asdetective makes sense of all these clues. As

is so often the situation with chronicis so often the situation with chronic

disorders, detailed genetic studies (revieweddisorders, detailed genetic studies (reviewed

in the chapter by Riley, Asherson &in the chapter by Riley, Asherson &

McGuffin on conventional linkage studiesMcGuffin on conventional linkage studies

and in Egan, Leboyer & Weinberger’sand in Egan, Leboyer & Weinberger’s

contribution on intermediate phenotypes)contribution on intermediate phenotypes)

indicate polygenic risk factors, which mayindicate polygenic risk factors, which may

well be evidence of disease heterogeneitywell be evidence of disease heterogeneity

rather than multiple determinant loci.rather than multiple determinant loci.

The crucial role of dopamine in schizo-The crucial role of dopamine in schizo-

phrenia has been tacitly accepted by spe-phrenia has been tacitly accepted by spe-

cialists and general observers. Indeed, incialists and general observers. Indeed, in

discussing drug treatment, Miyamotodiscussing drug treatment, Miyamoto et alet al

assert that ‘evidence has accumulated toassert that ‘evidence has accumulated to

suggest an important role for Dsuggest an important role for D11-like-like

dopamine receptors in the pathophysiologydopamine receptors in the pathophysiology

of schizophrenia’ (p. 451). Yet O’Flynn andof schizophrenia’ (p. 451). Yet O’Flynn and

colleagues assure us that ‘the dopaminecolleagues assure us that ‘the dopamine

hypothesis . . . has long been the corner-hypothesis . . . has long been the corner-

stone of research into the pathophysiologystone of research into the pathophysiology

of schizophrenia [but] has failed to provideof schizophrenia [but] has failed to provide

a satisfactory explanation for the pathogen-a satisfactory explanation for the pathogen-

esis of schizophrenia’ (pp. 89–90). Further-esis of schizophrenia’ (pp. 89–90). Further-

more, in their review of neurochemicalmore, in their review of neurochemical

issues, Moghaddam & Krystal concludeissues, Moghaddam & Krystal conclude

that ‘no single heuristic model involvingthat ‘no single heuristic model involving

one or two neurotransmitter systems canone or two neurotransmitter systems can

explain the pathophysiology of this syn-explain the pathophysiology of this syn-

drome’. Perhaps one’s hope of progress isdrome’. Perhaps one’s hope of progress is

implicit in the article on brain imaging byimplicit in the article on brain imaging by

Liddle & Pantelis. Consistent structuralLiddle & Pantelis. Consistent structural

changes may give clues to the site – or,changes may give clues to the site – or,

more probably, sites – of dysfunction.more probably, sites – of dysfunction.

However, to an outsider it seems likelyHowever, to an outsider it seems likely

that understanding the malfunctioningthat understanding the malfunctioning

brain depends on elucidating the mostbrain depends on elucidating the most

formidable problem in basic physiology,formidable problem in basic physiology,

namely the way the normal brain works.namely the way the normal brain works.

The section on treatment is comprehen-The section on treatment is comprehen-

sive, so much so that it includes a 34-pagesive, so much so that it includes a 34-page

discussion of the time-hallowed use ofdiscussion of the time-hallowed use of

electroconvulsive therapy, about whichelectroconvulsive therapy, about which

there is still ‘a lack of consensus’ (p. 542)there is still ‘a lack of consensus’ (p. 542)

and for which its author (Sackeim) con-and for which its author (Sackeim) con-

cedes that there is as yet no scientificcedes that there is as yet no scientific

rationale. A masterly advance on the firstrationale. A masterly advance on the first

edition is a greatly expanded discussion ofedition is a greatly expanded discussion of

the practicalities and social implications ofthe practicalities and social implications of

caring for patients with schizophrenia. It iscaring for patients with schizophrenia. It is

enhanced by moving accounts from pa-enhanced by moving accounts from pa-

tients themselves; ‘Grace’s’ remarks abouttients themselves; ‘Grace’s’ remarks about

her fear of drug side-effects is a tellingher fear of drug side-effects is a telling

comment on the continuing limitations ofcomment on the continuing limitations of

current treatment. There can be no bettercurrent treatment. There can be no better

incentive for young scientists and cliniciansincentive for young scientists and clinicians

seeking applications for their talents than toseeking applications for their talents than to

read this section.read this section.

This book faithfully and comprehen-This book faithfully and comprehen-

sively recounts the current situation pre-sively recounts the current situation pre-

sented in all aspects by schizophrenia.sented in all aspects by schizophrenia.

However, the authors and editors fail toHowever, the authors and editors fail to

assert the authority warranted by theirassert the authority warranted by their

knowledge of their subject, in that someknowledge of their subject, in that some

190 of the book’s 768 pages are devoted to190 of the book’s 768 pages are devoted to

references. Search technology ensures thatreferences. Search technology ensures that

even the tyro can amass a daunting array ofeven the tyro can amass a daunting array of

seemingly legitimate information. This ex-seemingly legitimate information. This ex-

ercise does not confer understanding. It isercise does not confer understanding. It is

the responsibility of the expert to weed thethe responsibility of the expert to weed the

fields of indigestible superfluity, or at leastfields of indigestible superfluity, or at least

to indicate the most prized blooms. Never-to indicate the most prized blooms. Never-

theless, this book is a definitive, pleasinglytheless, this book is a definitive, pleasingly

readable and nicely presented source ofreadable and nicely presented source of

information for anyone who wants toinformation for anyone who wants to

understand the whole problem or differentunderstand the whole problem or different

aspects of it. Theaspects of it. The Shorter Oxford EnglishShorter Oxford English

DictionaryDictionary gives one definition of the wordgives one definition of the word

‘heuristic’ (used by Moghaddam & Krsytal,‘heuristic’ (used by Moghaddam & Krsytal,
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as quoted earlier) as ‘a system of educationas quoted earlier) as ‘a system of education

in which the pupil is trained to find outin which the pupil is trained to find out

things for himself’. How apposite as athings for himself’. How apposite as a

recommendation to read this book! Anrecommendation to read this book! An

aphorism of the late Professor Eric By-aphorism of the late Professor Eric By-

waters, doyen of rheumatologists, is thatwaters, doyen of rheumatologists, is that

one consults textbooks to find out theone consults textbooks to find out the

things that no one knows.things that no one knows.
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The closing years of the 20th century sawThe closing years of the 20th century saw

molecular genetic approaches prove suc-molecular genetic approaches prove suc-

cessful in identifying genes involved in acessful in identifying genes involved in a

large number of rare disorders and traitslarge number of rare disorders and traits

that show a simple, Mendelian pattern ofthat show a simple, Mendelian pattern of

inheritance. In the opening years of the newinheritance. In the opening years of the new

millennium human geneticists are applyingmillennium human geneticists are applying

the powerful approaches and knowledgethe powerful approaches and knowledge

emanating from the human genome projectemanating from the human genome project

to tackle the more challenging problem ofto tackle the more challenging problem of

genetically complex disorders and traits –genetically complex disorders and traits –

common (or universal) characteristics thatcommon (or universal) characteristics that

show substantial variation within humanshow substantial variation within human

populations, and that do not have a simplepopulations, and that do not have a simple

pattern of inheritance; these are disorderspattern of inheritance; these are disorders

and traits that are likely to follow someand traits that are likely to follow some

form of multifactorial model in which aform of multifactorial model in which a

combination of susceptibility genes andcombination of susceptibility genes and

environmental factors act and interact toenvironmental factors act and interact to

determine the expression of the trait. Mostdetermine the expression of the trait. Most

clinical psychiatrists will immediately re-clinical psychiatrists will immediately re-

cognise that many psychiatric disorders fallcognise that many psychiatric disorders fall

into this category; furthermore, so do mostinto this category; furthermore, so do most

normal behavioural traits (including gen-normal behavioural traits (including gen-

eral and specific cognitive abilities anderal and specific cognitive abilities and

personality variables). As the media fre-personality variables). As the media fre-

quently remind us, the human genomequently remind us, the human genome

project continues to deliver increasinglyproject continues to deliver increasingly

powerful resources and tools that can bepowerful resources and tools that can be

used to investigate such disorders – includ-used to investigate such disorders – includ-

ing a working draft of the sequence of DNAing a working draft of the sequence of DNA

in the human genome, detailed cataloguesin the human genome, detailed catalogues

of the common variants in the DNAof the common variants in the DNA

sequence and increasing numbers of anno-sequence and increasing numbers of anno-

tated genes (i.e. identified DNA sequencestated genes (i.e. identified DNA sequences

that code for genes for which the expressionthat code for genes for which the expression

profile and protein product are known andprofile and protein product are known and

characterised). This will make the comingcharacterised). This will make the coming

years an exciting time for all researchersyears an exciting time for all researchers

and clinicians interested in psychiatric andand clinicians interested in psychiatric and

behavioural disorders, because applicationbehavioural disorders, because application

of this knowledge will lead to the identifi-of this knowledge will lead to the identifi-

cation of genes and environmental factorscation of genes and environmental factors

influencing these traits.influencing these traits.

The publication ofThe publication of Behavioral GeneticsBehavioral Genetics

in the Postgenomic Erain the Postgenomic Era is therefore timely.is therefore timely.

This nicely presented, edited volume aroseThis nicely presented, edited volume arose

from a meeting coordinated by the Well-from a meeting coordinated by the Well-

come Trust: the authors include many ofcome Trust: the authors include many of

the leading clinical and basic scientiststhe leading clinical and basic scientists

within the field of behavioural genetics,within the field of behavioural genetics,

and its scope appropriately representsand its scope appropriately represents

current research within this area. Accordingcurrent research within this area. According

to the flyleaf, this book sets itself the goal ofto the flyleaf, this book sets itself the goal of

assessing the current status and likely futureassessing the current status and likely future

directions in genetic research on behaviour.directions in genetic research on behaviour.

This goal is met within its 600 pages, and aThis goal is met within its 600 pages, and a

broad range of theoretical and trait-specificbroad range of theoretical and trait-specific

topics are covered. The book focuses ontopics are covered. The book focuses on

behavioural traits rather than on psychi-behavioural traits rather than on psychi-

atric disorders. It is arranged in 26 chap-atric disorders. It is arranged in 26 chap-

ters, divided into nine sections. The first sixters, divided into nine sections. The first six

chapters provide orientation and theoreticalchapters provide orientation and theoretical

background information regarding molecu-background information regarding molecu-

lar, statistical and design aspects relevant tolar, statistical and design aspects relevant to

behavioural genetics. This is followed bybehavioural genetics. This is followed by

sections on learning and memory in mice,sections on learning and memory in mice,

human cognitive abilities, cognitive disabil-human cognitive abilities, cognitive disabil-

ities, psychopharmacology, personality,ities, psychopharmacology, personality,

and a limited coverage of psychopathologicand a limited coverage of psychopathologic

topics – chapters on attention-deficit hy-topics – chapters on attention-deficit hy-

peractivity disorder, schizophrenia, moodperactivity disorder, schizophrenia, mood

disorders and dementia. A helpful glossarydisorders and dementia. A helpful glossary

is included for the non-specialist.is included for the non-specialist.

A minor criticism is that the style andA minor criticism is that the style and

degree of specialisation of chapters aredegree of specialisation of chapters are

variable; consequently it will be easier tovariable; consequently it will be easier to

use the book for reference to individualuse the book for reference to individual

topics rather than to read it sequentially astopics rather than to read it sequentially as

an overview. Undoubtedly, it would be anan overview. Undoubtedly, it would be an

excellent addition to any psychiatric li-excellent addition to any psychiatric li-

brary. Consistent with the title, the cover-brary. Consistent with the title, the cover-

age of the main psychiatric disorders isage of the main psychiatric disorders is

relatively limited, and readers mainly inter-relatively limited, and readers mainly inter-

ested in psychiatric genetics will find moreested in psychiatric genetics will find more

extensive coverage and focus on disordersextensive coverage and focus on disorders

inin Psychiatric Genetics and GenomicsPsychiatric Genetics and Genomics

(McGuffin(McGuffin et alet al, 2002)., 2002).

McGuffin, P.,Owen, M. J. & Gottesman, I. I. (eds)McGuffin, P.,Owen, M. J. & Gottesman, I. I. (eds)
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Oxford University Press.Oxford University Press.
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Students and teachers of psychopharma-Students and teachers of psychopharma-

cology have a sense that the most difficultcology have a sense that the most difficult

topic to teach and to remember is that oftopic to teach and to remember is that of

pharmacokinetics. Since many aspects ofpharmacokinetics. Since many aspects of

pharmacokinetics are genetically deter-pharmacokinetics are genetically deter-

mined, I approached this book with hopemined, I approached this book with hope

of enlightenment. New discoveries andof enlightenment. New discoveries and

techniques in molecular genetics shouldtechniques in molecular genetics should

eventually cast light on such questions aseventually cast light on such questions as

why individual patients respond (or dowhy individual patients respond (or do

not respond) to drugs, and why somenot respond) to drugs, and why some

experience more side-effects than others.experience more side-effects than others.

The editor’s introduction gives a com-The editor’s introduction gives a com-

pelling account of the potential importancepelling account of the potential importance

of pharmacogenetics, but also sounds anof pharmacogenetics, but also sounds an

ominous note of caution about the com-ominous note of caution about the com-

plexity of the subject. More than a millionplexity of the subject. More than a million

single-nucleotide polymorphisms have beensingle-nucleotide polymorphisms have been

discovered that might be relevant. Many ofdiscovered that might be relevant. Many of

the claimed associations of allelic variationsthe claimed associations of allelic variations

with drug responses have failed attempts atwith drug responses have failed attempts at

replication. Psychopharmacology is likelyreplication. Psychopharmacology is likely

to be more difficult than other branches ofto be more difficult than other branches of

therapeutics to disentangle through mole-therapeutics to disentangle through mole-

cular genetics because of the difficulty incular genetics because of the difficulty in

identifying drug responders from placeboidentifying drug responders from placebo
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